
INTRODUCTION

Privacy concerns in transport systems are relatively new and particularly 

invasive. Simultaneously, new transport systems may deliver data which relays 

more than ever before about traveller behaviour. Government also has law 

enforcement objectives, which it has noticed could be served by transport data. 

Privacy concerns have perhaps been very far from sight for policy makers, who 

have tended to react to public debate, rather than fully take account of these 

beforehand.

At the heart of our problem is a lack of transparency about the plans and 

objectives for national road pricing. The government repeatedly denies that it 

intends to introduce national road pricing, yet the trials continue regardless. 

The declared objectives are unclear, and it is uncertain whether congestion 

management, emission targets, or revenue generation are the primary purpose - 

many suspect the latter will drive the agenda.

The other major debate is around technology. “Thick client” solutions require 

the OBU to be powerful and rugged, and therefore expensive; “thin client” 

solutions are much cheaper but require all journey data to be sent to the 

operator for processing. Will government be prepared to value privacy sufficiently 

that it will pay for thick client OBUs?

The Database state seminars 

Transport and personal data
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TRaNspORT aND peRsONal DaTa
Where we travel, when, and with whom is 

more intimate information than many people 
realise. Such data can expose our personal 
relationships, our religious affiliations, and even 
our political leanings.

Until recently, most travel was or could be 
anonymous. As recently as 15 years ago an 
air traveller could show up, buy a ticket for 
cash, and get on a plane. Even where travel 
was identified, most such data remained in 
the hands of disparate travel companies, 
although an individual travel agent (or, more 
recently an airline through its frequent flyer 
programme or a credit card company) might 
amass a considerable amount of data about an 
individual. Public transport – local trains and 
buses – has always been largely anonymous. 
Private cars are not anonymously owned, but 
their travel patterns have been, in general, 
known only to their owners.

The change to electronic tickets has reversed 
this situation for public transport, and proposals 
for pay-as-you-drive road (PAYD) pricing 
threaten to do the same for private vehicle 
use. Pay-as-you-drive (PAYD) road pricing has 
been primarily promoted in the UK as a way to 
decrease road congestion; a secondary goal may 
also be to reduce driving overall and thereby 
fuel consumption and carbon emissions. 

The key example is London’s congestion 
charge: in its latest annual report, Transport 
for London says the congestion charge has 

consistently reduced traffic by 21 percent in 
charging hours from pre-charge levels and 
lowered the number of cars per day entering the 
original congestion zone by 70,000. Clearly, a 
more sophisticated system than simply blocking 
off city centres would be needed to implement 
PAYD pricing on all of Britain’s roads. Such 
systems are known as time-distance-positioning 
(TDP). It is these proposals that are of greatest 
interest from a liberty perspective.

It is worth noting that London’s congestion 
charge could have been implemented in less 
privacy-invasive ways than it has been. In July 
2007, the Home Secretary issued a National 
Security Certificate that grants law enforcement 
agencies access to congestion charge data, 
exempting it from the Data Protection Act. 

DaTabases
The following databases are already in 

operation in the transport area. The traffic light 
ratings are drawn from the Joseph Rowntree 
Reform Trust Database State report. Red means 
the database is almost certainly illegal under 
existing human rights and/or data protection 
legislation and that it therefore should be 
scrapped or significantly redesigned. Amber 
means that the database has significant 
problems and may be unlawful. These databases 
should be independently assessed; depending 
on the circumstances, they may need to be 
shrunk, or split, or individuals may have to be 
given a right to opt out. 
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DVla. The Driver and Vehicle Licensing 
Agency maintains databases of car owners 
and driving licences; the latter holds the 
details of over 40 million licence holders. The 
main complaints concern the larger issue of 
private access to government data; DVLA 
has been known to sell details from DVLA’s 
vehicle register to criminals without checks. 

JRRT rating: amber.

 Highways agency. The National Traffic 
Control Centre receives data from loops 
in the road to detect vehicle movement 
(MIDAS), from commercial data feeds such 
as Trafficmaster, and also from over 1,000 
cameras in 480 locations. Further cameras 
are operated by local authorities. The plan 
over the next few years is to increase the total 
number of cameras from the “low thousands” 
to the “high thousands”. The data is fed to the 
National ANPR Data Centre in Hendon. 

JRRT rating: amber.

Vehicle and Operator services agency. 
Most of the Vehicle and Operator Services 
Agency’s activities relate to commercial 
vehicles but it also oversees MOT testing and 
vehicle identity checks. As a result it holds 
data on most cars. However, in practice, a 
wrongdoer wanting to link individuals with 
vehicles would use DVLA instead. 

JRRT rating: green.

Driving standards agency. The Driving 
Standards Agency administers driving tests. 
It thus holds data on learner drivers and on 
drivers who have recently passed their tests. 
The agency is included here because it has 
had a publicised data loss and because a pilot 
to issue smartcard provisional licenses has 
been proposed – which has drawn DSA into 
the identity-card ambit. 

JRRT rating: green.

ITsO smart cards. The Department of 
Transport would like a single smart card 
to handle road pricing, parking, transport 
tickets, concessionary travel, and so 
on across local authority boundaries. 
A first step in this direction is the ITSO 
interoperability framework, which is used 
by a number of operators (excluding 
the largest smart card payment scheme, 
Oyster). There are significant technical 
problems; flaws have been found in the 
Mifare cards ITSO uses, and there are 
serious technical and political problems 
to be overcome in developing a universal 
ITSO system. Some cards may contain 
personal information when initially issued, 
and even if a card does not, a bus company 
might write identifying data to it when a 
customer tops it up using their bank card. 

JRRT rating: amber.
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FUTURe DeVelOpmeNT
Time-distance-positioning systems do not 

necessarily have to be designed in a privacy-
invasive way, but they can be. 

There are two common approaches to TDP.  
In a “thick client” system, a box in the car 
calculates where the driver has been and just 
reports the final charge. Data is stored locally, 
and totals are returned to the tolling operator. In 
Germany, a division of T-Mobile is implementing 
such a system for lorries on the motorways; the 
technical challenge would be scaling it up with a 
large enough map database in a vehicle to cover 
all of Britain. This system is not privacy-invasive 
unless some kind of audit trail is installed, but 
it might be expensive per car; however, an 
Italian company has a commercial offering that 

Toby Stevens is director of the Enterprise Privacy 
Group.

Road pricing is a funny old thing - we get 
incredibly worked up about the idea of a public 
authority tracking our vehicle movements, 
yet we tolerate the fact the mobile phone 
companies have been tracking us for years. 
The Department for Transport’s road pricing 
demonstrations programme is moving ahead, 
but how much of a privacy threat is it? 

The principle of road pricing is a simple 
one: to manage congestion and generate 
revenue by charging road users according to 
the time, distance and route of their journey. 

Supporters argue that this divides up the cost 
of road management - and the associated 
environmental impact - in an equitable manner 
that penalises those who drive long distances 
through congested routes during peak hours, 
and rewards those whose usage is less, and 
does not include busy roads in the rush hour. 
Sales reps covering hundreds of miles a day 
in their Mondeos will subsidise the driving of 
elderly ladies who go to the post office twice 
a week. Critics are quick to point out that 
many of us have no choice about our driving, 
since in the absence of viable public transport 
alternatives, we have to be at work on time, 

does navigation and tracks pay-as-you-drive 
insurance.

In a thin client system, which is suggested in 
one of the government’s discussion papers, each 
vehicle has a GPS satnav receiver that tracks 
where the car has been and a GSM or GPRS 
modem which reports that detailed data over a 
communications channel to a central computer 
where the cost is calculated and the driver is 
charged.

This is the DoT’s proposed architecture and 
the one that three of the four DoT projects use. 
The DoT believes privacy could be protected 
by setting up firewalls between servers, but in 
reality that only protects privacy so long as the 
two databases don’t get linked by court order, 
change of law, or surreptitious access by security 
services or hackers. 

gUesT speakeR: TOby sTeVeNs
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our kids have to get to school, and if we have 
a large family then we have little choice but to 
run a big car. They also point out that those in 
rural areas have a greater dependency upon 
their cars, and that as such the old ladies going 
to the post office are in fact the road users who 
will pay the greatest price for road pricing.

These arguments relate to the generation 
and expenditure of revenue from road 
users, and aren’t for this column - both the 
government and advocate groups have been 
debating them for some years now, and 
the flashpoint in that process was the 1.8m 
signature petition against road pricing last year.

What is of interest here are the privacy 
implications. As Professor Brian Collins, the 
Chief Scientist at DfT, points out, the reason 
that road pricing is so sensitive is that it brings 
together location data, identification data and 
charging data: in other words, deciding who 
was where at what time, and charging them 
for it. The principal mechanisms to achieve this 
include:

Toll booths and vignettes: traditional 
roadside tools that collect a fee from the 
driver at a barrier, in the style of the French 
autoroute Peage;

Tag and beacon: high-tech tolls that use 
a proximity token to determine when a 
vehicle has passed a given point in the 
road and charge accordingly (the London 
C-Charge scheme can be considered to be 
one of these);

area-based technologies: experiments 
with mobile phones to track the location of 
the vehicle within a given cell have met with 
mixed success, but might prove viable with 
new phone technologies;

gps: fitting the vehicle with a GPS unit and 
transponder (most likely a mobile phone) so 
that it can transmit journey telemetry to a 
central system. This approach can be highly 
accurate but prone to errors in city centres 
where the GPS signal might easily be lost.

There is no reason why any of these 
telemetry systems needs to invade our privacy. 
The problem arises when we prepare billing 
data and enforce compliance with the system. 
In most cases, operators will need to amass 
data about the vehicle’s usage, calculate a fee, 
and send it to the registered keeper. If the bill 
remains unpaid then they will need to pursue 
the registered keeper for it. Likewise, the 
government will need to enforce compliance 
with the system - it’s no use building a road 
pricing scheme if drivers refuse to register for 
it, or disable equipment in their vehicles in 
order to escape the toll. This means that we will 
need yet another network of fixed and mobile 
enforcement cameras to catch culprits.

But it can be done in a privacy-friendly 
manner, and the German TollCollect system 
is an example of just that. Germany probably 
has the most stringent privacy protections in 
Europe, and from the very beginning it was 
clear that if the government there was to build 
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a system that would bill HGV operators for 
their autobahn use (it’s commercial vehicles on 
motorways only), then it had to comply with 
the law. The solution was to fit each registered 
vehicle with a GPS system that gathers data 
about its usage, and can then be interrogated 
to generate a bill. Once the bill is paid, the 
usage data is erased from TollCollect’s systems, 
so there is no central record of the vehicle’s 
movements. The enforcement approach is 
similarly privacy-friendly: roadside cameras 
check the vehicle’s registration against the 
billing database as it passes, and so long as 
there are no overdue bills or police warrants, 
the data is erased before it even makes it to the 
central system.

The problem for the UK is that TollCollect isn’t 
cheap. The system’s integrity depends upon 
trust in the on-board equipment, and that 
means it has to be rugged and tamperproof. 
Replicating that across tens of millions of cars 
just isn’t feasible. If we want a “cheap” solution 
then the scheme’s operators will have to 
use less trustworthy equipment in cars, and 
that will mean a much stricter network of 
enforcement cameras, and retaining the billing 
data for longer so that frauds can be identified 
- the “spy in the sky” scenario comes to bear 
(except of course the spy isn’t in the sky, it’s in 
the vehicle).

It’s for that reason that the Department for 
Transport is trialling a number of different 
approaches over the next two years, so that 

it can better understand which technologies 
and management approaches might provide 
the best balance of cost, reliability and 
consumer-friendliness. There are a number of 
research projects looking into ways of building 
privacy-friendly road management systems*. 
What is critical is that these systems build in 
cryptographic privacy controls from day one, 
rather than adding them on later, or relying on 
the law to provide protection.  
Some have suggested that so long as it’s 
against the law to access registered keeper 
details to cross-reference with telematic data 
from road pricing systems then we’ll all be fine, 
but I doubt many will trust the law to protect 
their privacy in this case.

So to answer my original question: why do 
we get so worked up about road pricing when 
the debate about mobile phones has passed 
us by? I think the answer is simple: because we 
can’t see a benefit from it. Oh sure, we all want 
to protect the environment and do our bit for 
climate change, and none of us want to live on 
a busy road or get stuck in traffic jams. But pay 
more for every mile we drive?  
Very few would volunteer to do so. There’s no 
question that road pricing has the potential 
for an unspeakable invasion of privacy, but so 
far the Department for Transport seems to be 
going about managing the privacy issues in 
the right way.

And this is the privacy argument at its 
simplest. We’re being asked to give up a degree 
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Charles Palmer is the former technical director 
of DSP Limited and runs the electronic design 
consultancy Acute Technology. He led the 
Trusted Driver project (www.trusteddriver.com), a 
consortium of the mobile applications company 
Kizoom, Acute Technology, and DSP Design.

Time - Distance - Position road pricing is 
potentially – but does not have to be – highly 
invasive. From what we can see so far, the DoT 
is reluctant to take on board the privacy issue 
as something that needs to be considered from 
the outset. 

Anything that involves technology and 
money, especially in the public space, deserves 
to be thoroughly scrutinised through a security 
and privacy study, as we have tried to get DoT 
to do with respect to TDP. A lot of people try 
to tack on security and privacy at the end of 
system design, but the earlier you think about 
them the better.

Our project, Trusted Driver, sought to 

implement a privacy-enhancing TDP system. 
An in-car device has a secure microcontroller 
(like a chip and PIN card) and GPS but no map 
database. Periodically, the car sends segments 
of its journey to a government server to be 
priced; the returned prices (but not travel data) 
are accumulated in the secure microcontroller. 
Periodically, the car also communicates with a 
different server to report accumulated charges 
so the driver can be billed. The two systems 
do not interact, and there is no data trail for 
tracking drivers. All communications and data 
are encrypted and authenticated using public-
key cryptography. 

We were convinced that our system was 
sound from the cryptographic point of view 
because we had it checked by the security 
group at Cambridge University. But we did not 
proceed further when there appeared to be 
little prospect that the system would be moved 
into a full trial.

gUesT speakeR: CHaRles palmeR

of our privacy as our vehicle movements are 
tracked, but we can’t see a benefit in return for 
this risk.  The solution will rest in developing a 
proper case for road charging that makes sense 
to everyone. Environmentalists and traffic 
campaigners need to be convinced that it will 
work. The elderly or those in rural communities 
need to be convinced that they won’t be 
punished for their road usage. Ordinary drivers 

need to know that they will get a fair deal 
(even if that means throwing in a free TomTom 
system and reward points for road use). And 
privacy advocates need to be satisfied that 
cryptographic privacy controls are built in to 
every aspect of the scheme so that nobody - 
not the government, not the operators, not a 
careless civil servant - can lose, misuse or abuse 
the data therein.



pRINCIples

Minimise data: collect only what is needed, and keep it no longer than necessary. Central 
systems should be simple and minimal and hold sensitive data only when both proportionate 
and necessary.

Government should only compel the provision or sharing of sensitive personal data for clearly 
defined purposes that are proportionate and necessary in a democratic society.

By default sensitive personal information should be kept on local systems and shared only with 
the subject’s fully informed consent.

Citizens should have the right to access most public services anonymously.
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